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For the love of paws

Comments Shared The following is a list of episodes and seasons of the animated TV series Chaotic. Season One (2006-08) US CA Title/Original airdates 01020102 Welcome to Chaotic October 7, 2006October 21, 2006 When Tom receives a password from his Chaotic Code Scanner, he is transported to the world of Chaotic. He starts his first chaotic
match against Sam Murakami. Afterwards to first win the Tom. Kaz Race recovered tom's scanner back on Earth, while Tom finds his way into an attack by the Nauthilax. After an initial battle encounter of the Chaotic BattleDromes, Tom Gets Tried by Klay Teleporte for Perime while back on Earth recovered his Scanner Loss Scanner junk. Tom meet Sarah
at Perim. 0303 Unexpected January 20, 2007 Tom faces a new opponent of the Chaotic named Peyton. The behavior of Tom's new opponents is incumbent to him; Tom learns that appearance can be misleading. H'aring leads Kaz on a request to scan VileDriver 0406 On Under Asunder West January 27, 2007 Checkbox committed the incomparable
Chaotic player 'Herculeon' and fight for honor in his favorite trib; Tom gets a history lesson about Perim and why the OverWorlders and UnderWorlders hate each other. 0505 Accident Course February 3, 2007 Kaz fights with Klay in a Battle of Gear battle during the tomb of their perimeter scanner Yokis. Kaz beat klay. 0608 The Te on Bodal February 17,
2007 Tom and Kaz have an unexpected encounter with Bodal, who becomes the pivotal player in Tom's next battle after the rest of his four creatures were defeated. 0704 Buggin' August 24, 2007 after Sarah was captured by the Danian, Tom, Kaz, and Peyton embarked on a rescue mission to save her only to capture themselves. They escaped but in the
end Peyton captured. 0807 Everything is in Flux March 10, 2007 When Tom agrees to a match with Klay, Krystella tells Klay of Tom's strategy before Klay is facing him, and Klay uses Bauble to Flux to cause bigger form Tom in the match. Tom always has. After Tom and Kaz foiled Kristella's plans, she decided to take revenge on the two by helping Klay in
his match against Tom. 09100910 Castle Bodhran or Bust March 24, 2007March 31, 2007 Tom and Kaz need a Castle Bodhran in order to help recover the missing Scanner from a boy named Reggie, but Tom finds himself forcing him into his Paris Prize card maxor in a match challenge in order to get a Castle Bodran scan. Tom and Kaz head to Castle
Bodhran in Perim to recover Reggie's Scanner, but they end up captured by Frafdo and Maxor in their quest for Legion.  Tom and Maxor must overcome their destruction for each other to survive their own, versus the Midiians. 1111 1212 BattleDrome of Sex are April 14, 2007 Peyton and Krystella clashes after a series of snaps leads to a 'Boys Against Girls
Against Girls, with one side using only male animals and the other' you are using female animals only. As the battle of the rage to have sex, Sarah tells Tom the story of Intress, a female warrior OverWorld. Tom win New Sights as he learns of Intress's amazing accomplishment with his Titans' insect against one of the most amazing pieces of BattleGear.
Ironically, in the end, it revealed Peyton used female creatures and Krystella used male creatures, confusing Checkers, Tom and Sarah and bearing the result of the battle conclusion. 1313 Lesson Fighting April 21, 2007 Tom saved a player in Perim named Kit who offered him some advice if they fought and Kit turned out to be a Kodmaster. 1414 The Birth
of Borth-Majar April 28, 2007 Kaz scans a two-on-one creature named Borth-Majar and soon discovers that he should have known more about this strange couple before his fight. It's now up to Tom to get more information about Perimes' weird creature before Kaz loses his match. 1515 Shifting Sands September 8, 2007 Tom refused to trade a scan from
Ravanaugh Ridge to Miditon Peyton's card because he destroyed Hardy as Courageous. However, her opinion changes, when she and Peyton are rescued from certain destruction by a noble Madian called Tianne. 1616 Hero Fallen September 15, 2007 Tom Tags along with Kaz hoping to find a new scan of his hero, the maximum powerful. The demands
take the two friends across Perim, where they are caught in the crossing in a volcanic battle, then brave a very convenient trip to the ghastuck Gloomuck swap. As Tom and Kaz lock in on their target, they are shocking to learn that the older pill they face is Maxor himself! 1720 Scavenger Scan September 22, 2007 When Kaz and Peyton's friendly misses turn
out of control, Tom decides the only solution is a match with Ecan Scavenger. Kaz and Peyton have one hour of scratch all the scans they need for a match. The clock will grab such the desperate speed of Perim, scans loading with danger – then it's cut into the BattleDrome for the most chaotic chaotic battle ever! 1821 Allmagedon September 29, 2007 Tom
and Friends faced their greatest Chaotic challenge ever – all-powerful, all-terrifying, all-destructive Allmagedon attack. The only hope to combat this scary force lied to a creature called Hoton. Can our heroes find a way to stop the unstable before Peyton gets Allmagedoned? Little did they know, Peyton has a plan to beat it .1917 A pair of Fate on October 6,
2007 Tom finally has a new scan at Maxxor, but when he transformed into overWorld's awesome leader during a Drome match, Tom makes a department discovery -- the brave steam once coward is now a runtime coward. Seeking to unlock the mystery of Maxor's disease, Tom must be the Lake Ken-i-skin skin consulted with Najarin - if he can survive the
mugic trap inside the old witch's mansion! 2022 Maze of Menace October 13, 2007 With information from Tom searches for the mysterious Callstone who can reverse Lord Von Bloot's Mugic over Maxor. Maxor's end appeared near AsLord Van Bloot and Chaor Race to seize the mighty hero's power. With time running out, it's up to Tom to save leader of the
OverWorld – but first he found Maxor and made his way to a Morld maze of treachei, disappointment, and danger! 2118 From the cold October 200, 2007 the checkbox scanquest of the crystal range goes south when pyrithion traps Blugon in an energy field before heading up the attacking mountain Raimusa. With Blugon able to deliver his friend Battlegear's
and Mugic he needs to beat Pyrithion, Kaz must brave a courageous shortcut to obtain the delivery in time. Tom fought in the Drome with a child with an analysis in the shortcut, and Kaz guides on his journey. 2219 ChaotiKings October 27, 2007 this hot shot group call themselves ChaotiKings asks Kaz to join. Thrilled Kaz accepted hands while placing him
with Tom in between a africa. Kaz survived the initiation ChaotiKings. 2327 Stelgar strikes November 3, 2007 Tom, Kaz, and Peyton investigating the wild lab where Mommark mixed with different creature matches. There they discovered Stelgar – a nice little guy with great potential. But when Stelgar escaped, the boys are forced to hunt down the rapidly-
expanding creature before it pulverize Perim! 24252526 KodMaster Chronicles November 10, 2007November 17, 2007 After seven victories in the Christian Drome, Tom is challenged in another match by CodeMaster Crellan. In preparation for her match, she scans Mugic that she's tried by Klay and Krystella into believing that she will double her power, but
she really changed the stats. With his Chaotic strategy of breaking, Tom must confront a team of new creature craft and abilities he's never seen before! He barely hanged on, until he took on KodMaster Crellan's secret weapon the most powerful – the powerful Cromaxx! 2624 Ultimate Scan of November 24, 2007 When Peyton exchanged another player for
a card that supposedly led to a mythical creature named Iparu, his friend thinks he lost it. All changes, however, when they step into a hidden portal in an idilic forest setting and Checkboxes start acting very unusual... 2729 Easier Win 1 December 2007 There is a losing streak in the Imthor Drome, Peyton ascended against 'Lulu Loser'. During Peyton's battle
feels sorry for Lulu and tries to help him win it.2828 A Flux too far in February 9, 2008 A friendly game of Chaotic quickly turned tension as Tom and Sarah go head-to-head at BattleDrome Hotek. Meanwhile, Kaz and Peyton go after a scan of The Flux Bauble - and quickly find themselves trapped in a flux-fighting furieux between Meridian and
UnderWorlders, the 2933 Chaotic Crisis February 16, 2008 Checkout is choked that creatures in Perim invade Chaotic and are held to It seems Ulmar created a car carrying the UnderWorlders in Chaotic. However, her car causes glass to appear in Perim causing the UnderWorlders, the OverWorlders, the Midian men, and the Danians appeared in Chaotic.
Now Kaz must choose to lead Mormon to victory or defend his fellow men. 3030 Curse Cor-Bek 16 February 2008 A day at the beach suddenly becomes a battle for survival after children make a dark discovery. Later, Tom and his friends join Antidaeon on his sub fight, Nemesis, for an underwater demonstration with the Nauthilax of nefari! 3132 Firefighters
Fight February 23, 2008 Checkbox is in UnderWorld City and H'ears during a fire! Chaor appeared moments later and uses the mighty incinerase attack to put out a fire. After Checkbox returns to chaotic, he finds Tom and the gang... and a whole lot of food! Turns out Peyton is testing an experience where if he eats food in chaotics, he can leave the calories
when he brings home. Meanwhile Kaz fights an anti mobile player named Hot Shot. 3231 Chasm Demands February 23, 2008 After planning attention, Tom finally po in which he won his kodmaster match -- the wrath of Prexxor Chasm! But it could be the last stop of her Chaotic adventures!! A ferocious force has unleash that threatens Tom and all the
Creature Chams! 3334 Tren Wreck March 1, 2008 When Kaz finds himself on a losing streak, Peyton suggests that he finds a chaotic coach. Kaz reluctantly agrees - and it is shocked to find out that her coach is a creature! The grook intranstor is grueling, but the ultimate test comes when Kaz has to take a monstrosite manaked named Klesh! 3423 Trading
Card March 1, 2008 Sarah is determined to trade for a scan of a hard-to-find Danian Mugic. To help Sarah scan up her scan, Tom and the boys go on a crazy card request that rikoches from Chaotic, Perim, to Earth... and come back again! Sarah needs a mandiblor song, and has Tom, Kaz, and Peyton trading and jerking off in both the real world and
Chaotic to get the cards she needs for a long trade sequence to get the mugic. 35363536 Dual, Duels March 8, 2008 Tom and Kaz are on phobia Mask's phobia scan, when Krystella and Klay stage an ambush at Forge Khybon's. The duo market away with the two analysis only in this fresh new gear. Determined to put things right, Tom and Kaz challenge
their opponent in a four-way match! If our heroes win, Krystella and Klay and Turn on analysis - but if they lose, Tom and Kazs will lose their most valuable cards! So Tom is Maxor and Kaz is Chaor vs Klay as Lord Van Bloot and Krystella as Marquis Darini. The fight against Krystella and Klay continues, with Tom and Kaz near falling. After the boys pulled
out a win, Krystella and Klay turned out their contracts. It seems the horrific two will get away with their wickedness until they run a narcotics creature named Opto! 3738 Go under March 15, 2008 Tom is a marked player; it keeps getting burned in fights like more and more than Moworld players try to take it down. As you know that his fight record will soon be
in break, Tom decides to start a Mormon pile. Kaz is happy till Tom ends up on a hot stage. Will Tom Finish as an Undeworld Player Better Than Kaz? 3837 Big Time March 15, 2008 During a battle, Kaz discovered that his opponent has a creature he never faced before: a Danian robber named Vollash. So sarah votes to get a scan of her, and her research
leads to a fixing demonstration between a spy Lunch and the Queen of Danian. 3939 Eyes of Maelstrom in Maelstrom 22, 2008 Determined to scan Najarin, Tom is standing out from Lake Ken-i-port when the mysterious creature suddenly heads out on a critical mission to save PerimimEs Mugic. Tom Spot decided to follow him. Their journey leads them to a
pack of covered UnderWorld raiders and through the threatened eye of the Maelstrom! 4040 Fight Friendly March 22, 2008 Checkbox is invited to a mystery match, where he does not know who he will fight. It was shocked to discover that Tom is his next opponent. As the fight goes on Kaz starts to think that Tom is cheating and stops the match. After the
Checkbox issues the allegation, Codemaster Imthor appears and reviews the Tom Card. After reviewing its cards, Imthor temporarily suspended Tom from pending a full investigation and that will result in Tom being permanently banned at Chaotic. Tom later revealed to Sarah, Peyton and Kaz that he was copied and transported to Perim hiding in any future
banners, but not before ending his friendship with Kaz. Epic A Special (2007)US Title/Original airdates 8.5 chaotic codes equals the power of March 17, 2007 TMNT to appear to fill splinter in on the go of Chaotic. With reminders of the series so far, information about the cards, Battlegear, Mugic and Tribes. Season two: I'm Arrivals Invasion (2008-09) US
Title/Original airdates 41 A rare Hazard September 13, 2008 Tom floats in Perim after Kaz accuses him of copying. Exiled him takes an insidious turn when Tom runs into a gang of chaotic chaotic players who destroy the rare side of the OverWorld. Tom is pressured to join the scheme and soon has nowhere left to run! 42 Danger of Diplomacy September
20, 2008 Tom and Kaz touched Maxor's thanks after helping Raznus, the OverWorld ambassador to danian tribes, escaped from a Mormon attack. It's not until later that they discover the truth: Danians have infected Raznus with a parasite that will turn him into a Danian loyal mandiblor who was bathed on one mission: infect Maxor himself! 43 Dad financing
September 27, 2008 There is a new kid in Chaotic! Buzz Jr. is a talented Danian Player. Unfortunately, the demanding boy's father is taking the string from his game. Read up to Kaz showing Buzz Sr. Drome battling is harder than he thinks. 44 The Kolosseum showdown on October 4, 2008 during a scan request, Peyton and Sarah encountered the largest
fighter jet ever seen. Kaz, Tom, Sarah and Peyton decided to follow down the giant. But problems come for Kaz he agitated in a little called Hammerdo Chantcaller who challenges Kaz to the collision and has fought or been banished to the Mormon. 45 Rockwave and Rolls 11 October 2008 is shocked to learn that he's battling the lead song in his favorite
band, and offers free tickets to the next concert if he can win and all he has to do is beat his Screamer which reads made with his journey through the crypto at Eternal Hebrew 4647 Commando Chaor on October 18, 2008October 25, 2008 Checkbox gets caught up in a dangerous mission while exploring Fear Valley. Chaor and his best commando groups,
including Ultimately, Dindion, Narfall and Swasa are planning to raid Kiru City Arsenal while Tom, Sarah and Peyton are trying to find out what the new Fighting Gear and scan it! Chaor's mission to OverWorld territory threatens when Maxor finds out about his plots. Maxxor is trying to stop Chaor before he seizes his super-secret BattleGear. A deadly roofing
fuel and a high-speed fight in the streets of Kiru City lead to a showdown between the pair. 48 Mega Match November 1, 2008 Peyton beaten by Kaz and wants to make the ultimate drome match, but Sarah drag Checkers over Mount Pilyar instead spotted a Danian BatleGear called Crown to Mandiblor (who he dropped a trash shock after being found out by
the Keepers) as a way to repair him to get a scan of Geltod. Meanwhile, Peyton and Tom face off in a match with 105 animals on each side. Both of them get tired and sleep on raw. 49 Rise November 8, 2008 Tom and Kaz go on a head-turning adventure as they look for Sarah and Peyton at Kirvak Mound (a series of caverns in Skeleton Springs). They
soon discovered that the Kirvak World effects were de-aging Sarah for a girl and aged Peyton to an elderly man. The overworld is seen to be flooding. A tentacle arrients tentacle grabbed a past beast. Tom is watching as Najarin defeat by a weird creature called Iin Milla's Aunt. As they look for Sarah, they find other leading portal at various points of history
that would lead to various venues. It is later discovered by Rhaden that the potal at Kirvak mound are actually possible venues in what will happen to Perim. 50 Gigantemtopolis November 15, 2008 Tom and Company explored a huge temple for treasures to scan scan and discover much more than they negotiated for. The lost giant race that built
Gigantempolis filled it with treasures - and traps! But children soon learn that the most dangerous shot could be their own being evaluated. 51 Beast War 22 November 2008 of the Christian Drome, Peyton faces his feared feet all the time -- a creature great with a titanical rhythm and power pulves, known as a Midian Warbeast. A player named Connor, with
the help of Klay and Krystella, tricks Peyton to trade 20 of his cards for a scan of Mipedian Warbeast Blazvatan. But after Connor gives him a bit of advice, Peyton dug for one kind of creature that can take the WarBeasts: Konjurers. Peyton and Klay Battle: Warbeast VS. Gebeast, A. 5253 From the abyss on November 29, 2008December 6, 2008 An
UnderWorld creature named Phelphor found in freezer inside Ice Pillar by UnderWorlders Khybon and Jiggorex. Sarah and Kaz merely escaped after finding Phelphor's scan. When they heard about Khybon and Jiggorex taking Phelphor Bay Chaor's mansion, Peyton and Kaz the head while Tom and Sarah take Phelphor on a test drive. Kaz and Peyton
navigate the chaor while saving the Spyder. During a dromet match against Tom Thonder's, Sarah discovers Phelphor's other form and other abilities. Chaor, Agitos, and Takinom are shocked by his history of a lost tribe known as the M's Arrillians and the discoveries of the cothica which are kept behind the doors of the Mines deep. As for Sarah, she
discovers another part of Phelphor that causes Tom Thonder to fall under his control with his cord. Phelphor revealed that the lost tribe known as the M'arillian are lurking behind the doors of the deep mines, along with Perim's greatest treasure – the Coast! Phelphor reveals that he is an Arrillian M'arrillian and claims that Kothica's move should be shared.
After being labeled a treatment by the M's arrivals and wanted to join the LaWorlders, Phelphor ended up frozen in Ice Pillar as he explains chaor. Chaor mentioned that he will discuss this with Agitos and Takinom. As Kaz and Peyton make a risky skin from evade Spyder and the UnderWorld guards, Phelphor uses his mind control to have Khybon contact
Lord Van Bloot so that he can unlock the doors of the deep mines. Tom, Kaz, Sarah, and Peyton try to see through a Chaotic battle if what Phelphor is saying is true. Phelphor used his mind control in an attempt to take control of Chaor who failed due to Chaor's incredibly strong will will. Even if he takes control of the Rangers takes down Chaor so that he
can read Chaor's head there. Phelphor escaped as the Chaor Restoration and learned that Lord Van Bloot will lead his army to the gates of Deepmines. Tom mentioned that he mentioned this maxxor. Chaor and Takinom get into conflict with Lord Van Bloot, Atrapol, and Lord Van Bloot host until the Chaor army arrives. Chaor tells Takinom to take command
while he's gone after Phelphor. Phelphor leader controlled the guards to open their doors to the Mines deep. Chaor arrives with attempts to stop Phelphor only getting tapped out when Phelphor causes his Mowercycle to crash. Can do anything Tom Checkboxes watched as the brain guards opened their doors in Deep Mines leaving a flood of brown brown
water, washing everything in the path. Releasing the lost tribe and foe Perim forgot, the arrivals mine! Tom, Kaz, Peyton and Sarah scan the right door when it opens. Parts of the Mormon flooded. Could the chaor die? 54 Soon in two Toms February 28, 2009 During a high-risk scan request, Tom Majors meets another player named Tom -- and is discovering
that his name is higher, faster, and cool. 55 Flight March 7, 2009 Tom pledges to save creature prexxor charm from the disease that ravaged them, but the work proved dangerous. 56 Newbie March 14, 2009 When Kaz and Peyton are in the Lava pond to obtain a scan of Xampetur, they are attacked by the M'arillian Milla iin. Tom, Kaz and Peyton fought for
the attention of a beautiful new Serbia named Shinwan who exposed his competence in the Battle of the Battle of Klayne using Kinniane to make him a trip to Lava's pond where they discovered Milla iin and Khybon. Before they can find a scan of Iin Milla's, Zapetur attacks Milla's causes of Zapetur to be checked out by them. Tom, Kaz, and Peyton Port out
when lava lava starts to flooded the area, but Shinwan managed to get a Milla iin's scan at the last minute before escaping himself.57 Set the Muge at Mugic march 21, 2009 Tom, Kaz, and Peyton to reach Edge Breaks (the border between the OverWorlders and the Midday) in hopes of finding new Mugic and BattleGear for Drome Match. 58 Mister E March
28, 2009 59 When a KodMaster Called April 4, 2009 after his battle with Ulmanator, Sarah and Kaz head lab to get a scan for the Reality Field Generator. Peyton gets a call at KodMaster Hotek who would like Peyton to become his learning and must prove himself deserves without telling anyone. Peyton's first instruction is to head to Psychoom City (which
is behind the gates of the deep mines) to find BattleGear called Alluring Bait. Peyton arrives at Psikoom City and finds Alluring the Bait. His second part is to find Mugic a Minion. The third party is to get a scan of Madness Chamber's Psikoom. He managed to get the Room Madness scan and be scan of an M'arillian. After getting the scan, he managed to get
back to Chaotic to meet with Kodmaster Hotek. It turned out that Klay was disguised as Codemaster Hotek in order to disappear Peyton from getting him such analysis. 60 Earth Kaz April 11, 2009 After writing a school essex about how the Chaotic is a real place, Kaz sent to a psychologist by his worried mother. Checkbox better prove that he traveled to tell
the truth about Chaotic – before his mother took the checkbox scanner. 61 Raznus Returns April 11, 2009 Raznus, got the asimulation of the Danian Tribe, returning toKiru City with a guarantee of soryanter hardy led by . They are accidentally uncovered under the Arsenal Bodal when Bodal did test a new car. When Tom, Bodal, and Olkiex get captured Odu-
Bathax decided to raid Kiru City, Kaz ran off to get Maxxor, only for Intress to tell him that Maxor is in the rivers (which M'Arrilans were just polluting). With Maxxor busy with Erak's table and Rath's table, Intress takes the Guard OverWorld and any available OverWorlders at the scene of the crash. While Kaz tries to free Tom, Bodal, and Olkiex, Raznus tries
to reason with Intress, but ends up contending with each other. Maxor managed to evade his rear M'arillian and use the lyrics of Translocation for him to go to where Intress battling Raznus. And the Danians were defeated, Maksor learned from Raznus that M'Arrillian arrivals were polluting the Danians' water supplies. Maxor allowed Danians to go to deliver
a message to Illexia for a misleading defeat to the arillian M'M'arillien. 62 Warriors of Eternity August 22, 2009 Peyton, Tom and Kaz are looking for Sarah who was kidnapped by Owayki. The Kalin Arrillian Ihun has flooded Ropa'Sahk. Scara advised that they need to join forces with their release in Owayki. Sobtjek identified Owayki who then attacks
Ihun'kalin. When Kalin Ihun's ex can't control Owayki, he ends up controlling Dakamall with some of the midday centuries as he continues to fight Owayki. Sobtjek uses the tune of Mirage to deceive the Midnight Brain trauma. They find Sarah and the guerrillas petrified in Owayki. When Dakkamol and midnight brains were locked in, Peyton has Sobtjek place
a magical inside one of the courageous infertility to bring them to life. With help from Owayki, they recharge the warriors and the Mugics. Ihun'kalin retired with the midnight brain tumor. 63 UnderWorld Overthrown August 29, 2009 And the Mormons of Dangerous, Chaor votes to destroy the Arillians M'Arrillians once and for all! His bold plan involves
thronging M's arrivals into a fire traps. As the fight begins, Kaz fights to de-brainwash H'araj before they're both caught in the cross fire! The Lord was the leader of Van Bloot controlled by their wedding, then van Bloot's army was too far away unseen Chaor. Chaor then fled Moworld. 64 Triple Threat September 5, 2009 Tangath Toborn and fellow
OverWorlders must form an army from the Danians and Midian countries. Meanwhile, Tom, Sarah, and Kaz up against Peyton in a training dromet match against Erak Peyton's table. Back on Perim, the OverWorlders, Danians, and Mipedians meet Lystone monitored by the Arilleyen M'Arrillians. After it is suspended, Tangath Toborn will continue their train.
6566 Last stand September 12, 2009September 19, 2009 The Kodmasters initiated an emergency order reminding all chaotic players and closing the transport system. Meanwhile, on Perim Tangath Toborn leads a group of Plain Glacier to attack the arirlian base of the M'Arrillian I am arriving Coral Arrillian Coral driven by Phelphor entourage Kiru City at the
same time, Maxxor Plans to go the Arrillian M'ar town to take the Aa Union and bring it to Lake Blakeer (a place that disrupts M'arrivals control head-control) to negotiate a peace treaty. Then Tom, Sarah, and Peyton meet Najarin who tells them that there may be a traitor among all the allies. The battle between the arrivals rages of M'arrivals. Tangath Toborn
struggling finds symphony in Stasis Mugic before the heat melts Plain Glacier. Arias and Malvadine Group against Phelphor and his Chorus Conference. Najarin suspects that Tartarek is dangerously there and has Tom, Peyton, and Sarah. Maxxor is saved by Chaor and he helps Maxor get to the uneven aa. When the heat of the cannon fires in one of the
glaciers, Tangath managed to toborn to use the Symphony of Stasis to stop the flood. As part of the evidence to find out if Tartarek is a traitor, Kaz fights Tartawrecker. Maxxor and Chaor controlled uneven aa. Kaz finds evidence that Tartarek was taken over by the arilleve M'. Maxxor succeeding in bringing Aa Unary to Lake Blakeer. Najarin reveals to
OverWorlders that Tartarek is and arilve the M'Arrillian and Tartarek reveal that uneven aa gets most of Lake Blakeer as Aa'une his second form. 67 Legions Aa' on October 3, 2009 With Maxxor and Chaor trapped in Lake Blakeer by Abe, a devastating M'arillian Race Wave leader across the OverWorld towards Kiru City, where allies incontinence waited in
horror. When Kaz asks what happened to Tom, a contact from Kodmaster Crellan reveals that the lock prevents the Chaotic players from returning from Perim. It turns out Maxxor had Iparu posed as him so that Maxxor can find a weapon that can help him fight aa'. Kaz uses a Sugar-Sphere free Tom, Peyton, and Sarah out of the mind-control. Season
Three: Secret City Lost (2009-10) US Title /Original airdates 68 Perithon! October 31, 2009 steps into the Allied One race in Perim titled Perithon that followed the remarks of the M'arillian invasion. Kaz and Peyton joined racing to ride Yterio Komogo's leg when Yterio comes up with Revenge Ravanaugh. Although it is supposed to be a race for honor, it soon
becomes clear that each tribe wants one of their own creatures to win, no matter what the price! 69 World Apart November 7, 2009 When Krystella's twin Jycella comes to Chaotic, sister and sister rivalry erupt. Jycella and Krystella fight as Aivenna and Nivenna respectively, but Klay has it fixed so Krystella has their chances in her favor.70 Kickin' Boots
November 14, 2009 Reading Good News / Bad Weather for Chaor. Good news: Brand-new giant Ulmar's robots are bigger and worse than ever. Bad news: They're totally out of control! And worst news of all: Chaor quickly discovered that rampaging Ulmar's battle will water up the Mormon for parts to get them to big clean ones, bad brothers! 7172 Hotekk
Challenge November 28, 2009December 5, 2009 Kodmaster Hotek Challenge Tom in a kodmaster match. Kaz, Peyton, and Sarah are shocked to discover that Tom is using some weak animals in his batteries along with Maxor. Though it turns out that Tom was scanning them when they got their ability to increase. Tom is trapped by all the Hotekk rope
creature. Hottek explains that when Ogg, hotek's latest creature is coded, it can bring back any of the encoded animals. Tom as Owis runs away. Peyton, Sarah, and Kaz want to win. Owis rope a pet but keep running. All the Hottek Creature only has 5 energy when reviewed. If Tom stops in another creature's rope, the others would rope it! So Tom comes up
with a plan. It keeps using flash kick. When it's 10% energy, it becomes a safe distance, uses hymns to the musical elements, and grants it the earth to attack it. It uses therapists, and changes the location of Cordacfalls plungepool. All animals of the beast of Hotekk then bite the dust.73 Hero Yesterday December 12, 2009 Was disappointed that Kiru was
actually Chaor's father when going on the Kiru scan, Tom went to Najarin to learn more about Perim's history and that Maksor's ancestors. As Najarin gets busy searching for Spy Device UnderWorld, Tom heads to Dranikus Threshold and travels back in time to learn about Maxor's ancestors and has an encounter with Najarin this time. However, the later
exploration turns deadly when its scanner is flown by an Overworld fly named Vlar (which actually is Maxor's ancestor) and is forced to become involved in hiding it in flying crystals from a cavern. At the same time, Kiru tries to negotiate with Kaal, an UnderWorld Conqueror. After all, Tom returns to the present and mentions this to Najarin. Najarin revealed
that he did not tell Tom in his earlier encounters in order to keep Tom from learning Perim's biggest secret. 74 Loser's Circle February 6, 2010 Kaz tries to solve some old scores by playing grudge matches with his former creature analysis against actor Hercu-Leon, M'arrillianaire, and Inga. Meanwhile, Sarah and Peyton meet with some Elder Midians led by
General Massaba and end up witnessing one of the first battles between the Danians and Midian men and Ajara, discovering that the Danians are flying their waters. Back in Chaotic, Kaz's last match is against SamShady. Kaz finds out she's using the same creature as her. After Kaz's defeat, SamShady reveals it will only be a matter of time until everyone
knows about Dranikus Gates that they've been a portal in the past. 75 A Gigantic mission 13 February, 2010 Kiru with his fellow OverWorlders: Aboan, Neerig, Korg, Rav, Sped, Gullo, Woost and Rokkus captured Vlar so that they can force him to locate the Oraklon at Gigantemtopolis. they Vlar's skills get him so they can then trade him with Kaal for the
OverWorlders working in his mine. Tom and Kaz come together in order to detect any animals lurking in the Jungle of Life. 76 Portraits of Destruction February 20, 2010 Tom, Kaz, Peyton and Sarah are in the past in Kiru City to talk about what happened and the Kaz battle with SamShady. Then they see the two players stepping past them. Then the card is
found on the hill and sees a whole bunch of people all over the place. And they saw Krystella and Klay. Tom, Kaz, Peyton, and Sarah start blaming each other for letting their secrets out, but then radiation comes up with the Chaotic players starting to carry out. The main group sees Najarin cast a musical, take away from the courage of the haters and leave.
Tom and the gang were impressed as Najarin who says he should have told the Kiru banish. Tom's reason with him had no idea what could happen. 77 A Peytonical Adventure February 27, 2010 After Tom, Kaz, and Sarah watching a Chaotic Match, Peyton and tell a story. It begins with mysterious agents in a peace organization, which takes Peyton to their
headquarters. At their headquarters, they say Peyton about Roderick Rothington who is a counterfeit expert and duel under the name Counterfighter. The organization wants to get Roderick to join organizations. The counterfeit agrees with it if Peyton win a chaotic match on his private island. During the match of the card, Peyton discovers that Roderick is
using counterfeit Chaotic cards. 78 Elementary March 6, 2010 Tom and friends meet servants of the elements Unda, Silv, Weryn and Nom. Then each scan one of the servants and battles of the Beta Drome to see who is the best elementalist in the lobby. At the end of the match, Tom winning but Sarah, Peyton, Kaz and Tom all disagree because at the end
of the match, they all used discipline attacks to finish the match. 79 The Spirit children of God March 13, 2010 Maxor and Heptadd fought a creature named Vitog, who is immunity in all their attacks and who claims he will destroy everyone unless he does not fight Tangath Toborn. Tangath Toborn is still frozen in the glaciers waves formed in the battle with
the arrivals of M'Arrilans, and destroying his sword is the only way of his release. In Runic Grove, Tangath's spirit uses the roasted power to defeat Vitog, after which he returns to the Spirit of Gods. Community content reference notes are available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. noted.
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